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imulation of an ejected electron
produced by monochromatic deposition energy to
water at the femtosecond order

Takeshi Kai, *a Tomohiro Toigawa, a Yusuke Matsuya, ab Yuho Hirata, a

Tomoya Tezuka,c Hidetsugu Tsuchida cd and Akinari Yokoya e

This study uses a time-dependent first-principles simulation code to investigate the transient dynamics of

an ejected electron produced in the monochromatic deposition energy from 11 to 19 eV in water. The

energy deposition forms a three-body single spur comprising a hydroxyl radical (OHc), hydronium ion

(H3O
+), and hydrated electron (eaq

−). The earliest formation involves electron thermalization and

delocalization dominated by the molecular excitation of water. Our simulation results show that the

transient electron dynamics primarily depends on the amount of deposition energy to water; the

thermalization time varies from 200 to 500 fs, and the delocalization varies from 3 to 10 nm in this

energy range. These features are crucial for determining the earliest single-spur formation and

facilitating a sequential simulation from an energy deposition to a chemical reaction in water photolysis

or radiolysis. The spur radius obtained from the simulation correlates reasonably with the experimental-

based estimations. Our results should provide universalistic insights for analysing ultrafast phenomena

dominated by the molecular excitation of water in the femtosecond order.
Introduction

Water photolysis and radiolysis are attractive research elds
because of their importance in nuclear reactors, transuranic
and high-level mixed waste storage, industrial applications,
radiation biology, and medicine.1,2 Water radiolysis3–8 or
photolysis9–21 produces various reactive products, such as
hydroxyl radicals (OHc), hydronium ion (H3O

+), and hydrated
electrons (eaq

−) etc., and their thermal diffusions proceed
chemical reactions. When monochromatic short-pulse lasers
are irradiated into water, extremely low-energy electrons are
ejected by photolysis.9–21 Consequently, a three-body single spur
comprising OHc, H3O

+, and eaq
− is formed. Furthermore, the

radiolysis forms a single spur when the deposition energy is
<19 eV because the lowest electronic excitation and ionization
energies are 8.4 eV and 10.9 eV, respectively.22,23 Previous
photolysis experiments at∼8 eV energy deposition revealed that
the ejected electrons, i.e., the prehydrated electrons (epre

−), are
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weakly trapped in the bulk water at ∼100 fs.9–13 The epre
− tran-

sitions to eaq
− by the orientation polarization aer several 100

fs.9–13 However, no method has been proposed to directly
measure the initial spatial distribution of eaq

−, with a mean
distance of a spur radius.

Three processes classify these radiation-induced
phenomena. Ultrafast phenomena, such as radiation trans-
port, energy deposition, and electron ejection, are categorized
in the physical process (a few fs). The physicochemical process
corresponds to the deceleration, thermalization, delocalization
(within a few 100 fs), and hydration (within a few 10 ps) of the
ejected electrons. Delocalization indicates the spatial distribu-
tion of a few nm of the electrons ejected from the parent
cations; the initial chemical species are typically determined in
this process. The diffusion and reaction of the chemical species
are categorized in the chemical process (aer a few 100 ps). In
the physical process, the incident and ejected electron trajec-
tories are calculated usingMonte Carlo codes (MCCs),2,24–33 such
as the Kyushu University Radiobiology Unit Code (KUR-
BUC),2,27,28 the TRACk structure of Electrons in Liquid water
(TRACEL),25 TRACELE,26 RITRACKS,29 PARTRAC,30 Geant4-
DNA,31 and Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System
(PHITS).32,33 Although Geant4-DNA enabled the electron decel-
eration calculation down to eV in the latest developments,34–36

MCCs typically need cutoff energy for electron deceleration (7–
10 eV).34 Molecular excitations are crucial when the electron
deceleration is <7 eV, such as intramolecular and intermolec-
ular vibrations and rotation induced by the low-energy electrons
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380 | 32371
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in liquid water. However, the cross-sections of liquid water still
need to be determined. When analysing the physicochemical
process in water radiolysis based on simulation,2,24–36 the initial
spatial distribution of eaq

− must be modelled based on experi-
mental evidence.34,37,38 For water photolysis,14–21 the distribu-
tions have been reversely predicted from the chemical process
calculations for reproducing experimental results (experimental
prediction). Therefore, the earliest formation process of a single
spur has been unclear.

We developed a dynamic MCC for the physical process
(dmcc_phys) to investigate ejected electron thermalization,
delocalization, and relocalization in water.39–46 The code simu-
lates physical and physicochemical processes by implementing
cross-sections from 1 meV to 1 MeV.45,46 Implementing the
molecular excitation cross-sections of liquid water40 allows for
a detailed analysis of the physical and physicochemical
processes.45,46 Thus, our simulation provides a clue to unravel
the unclear earliest single-spur formation. We used the
dmcc_phys to investigate the physicochemical nature of ejected
electrons produced by water photolysis at 12.4 eV.46 Our results
for electron delocalization correlated well with the experimental
predictions,19 and some electrons relocalized into parent
cations. In other words, the results46 will reproduce successive
chemical reactions in water photolysis experiments.19 By con-
necting our code to the chemical codes,47–50 we should provide
a sequential simulation from an energy deposition to a chem-
ical reaction in the three-body single spur without physico-
chemical models.34,37,38

Several models for low-energy electron range calculations
below a few eV have been devised from these backgrounds.34,37,38

However, those models assumed that water irradiates the inci-
dent electrons; therefore, they cannot predict the spatial
distribution of the electron ejected from the parent cation. This
study considered that an incident electron motion was not
simulated but only ejected electron motion. Fig. 1 shows the
difference between the conventional approach and our
approach. A minor spur radius calculation involved in the
ejected electron has been reported.43,46 Moreover, it is impos-
sible to measure the spur radius directly; therefore, the time-
evolution yields of eaq

− are measured under irradiation
Fig. 1 An illustration of the (a) conventional approach and (b) our ap
approaches report several models for the range calculations of low-en
energy.34,37,38 In our approach,43,46 we calculated the spatial distribution of
As our code considers the coulombic field of a parent cation, the delocal
the ejected electrons slow down sufficiently, they hydrate, and a three-
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conditions where the simplest radiolytic unit, a three-body
single spur, is formed.14–19 Using a chemical code,14–19 a param-
eter analysis is performed to evaluate the initial spur radius that
reproduces these experimental results.14–19 In this analysis, the
only spur radius is an unknown free parameter, so its value
strongly reects the experimental results; therefore, this study
calls these values experimental predictions. The experimental
predictions are reported from 8 eV to 12.4 eV,14–19 but there are
two ionization mechanisms. Ionization from 8 eV to 10.9 eV
(ionization energy23) deposition energy occurs due to proton-
coupled electron transfer,19 and the deposition energy above
the ionization energy produces typical ionization.

This study investigates the ejected electron thermalization,
delocalization, and relocalization dominated by the coulombic
force of parent cation and the molecular excitation of liquid
water at a deposition energy of 11–19 eV to unravel the unclear
earliest single-spur formation because our code cannot accu-
rately simulate proton-coupled electron transfer. First, we
present the simulation results of the mean ejection distance
and kinetic energy of the ejected electrons. Then, we present the
simulation results of the kinetic energy and spatial distribu-
tions of the ejected electrons. Finally, we evaluate the spur
radius and thermalization time at 11–19 eV and compare our
evaluation with the experimental predictions and value at 8–
12.4 eV.14–21 Therefore, the experimental prediction values in the
11–12.4 eV energy range are helpful for our code validation. We
successfully performed an experimental analysis of the
photolysis for a deposition energy of 12.4 eV.46 For water radi-
olysis, various energies are deposited into the water. Our results
contribute to a much deeper understanding of the earliest
formation process of a three-body single spur formed by water
radiolysis.
Methods

The dmcc_phys uses time-dependent rst-principles simulation
to simulate electron deceleration, thermalization, delocaliza-
tion, and relocalization in the physicochemical process.39–46 Our
code does not require a cutoff energy; a cutoff time is necessary.
In the simulation, the dynamical motions of the ejected
proach in simulation studies of low-energy electrons. Conventional
ergy electrons irradiated into water as a function of incident electron
ejected electrons generated in water using a first principles simulation.
ization and relocalization of ejected electrons can be calculated. When
body single spur comprising OHc, H3O

+, and eaq
− is formed.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electrons are calculated using the molecular dynamics (MD)
and the time-dependent Monte Carlo (MC) methods.45,46 Our
code was developed by implementing MD based on a New-
tonian equation into the time-dependent MCC based on the
probability theory of collision.45,46 PHITS is a general-purpose
MCC that can analyse the radiation kinetics at microscopic
and macroscopic scales.32,33 Conversely, the electron track
structure mode of PHITS,32,33 corresponding to the MCC, was
previously developed by eliminatingMD and replacing the time-
dependent MC with the time-independent MC in our code.32,33

The dmcc_phys simulates the electron dynamic motion in the
coulombic eld created by the parent cation.45,46 This coulombic
eld is shielded along the dielectric response, which is the time
evolution of the relative dielectric constant.45,46 The dielectric
response simplies the hydration process.45,46 Our code
considers the dielectric response comprising electronic,
phonon, and orientation polarizations. Thus, the electron or
cation charges in water are gradually shielded.46 Our code could
distinguish between the free electrons, epre

−, and eaq
− via the

dielectric response.46 We indicated that the phonon and
orientation polarizations contribute to the epre

− and eaq
−

formation, respectively.46 Our code does not consider electron
mass change via the dielectric response.46 However, this
assumption is acceptable to calculate the electron dynamics
aer a few 100 fs because the electrons are nearly stopped at the
phonon (prehydration) and orientation (hydration) polarization
timescales.46 Our previous reports showed a detailed owchart
of our water radiolysis and photolysis code,45,46 clarifying the
difference between our code39–46 and the MCCs.2,24–36 Further-
more, we show the owchart of typical MCCs and dmcc_phys to
explain those differences in Fig. 2. The subsections describe the
Fig. 2 (a) Flowchart of typical Monte Carlo codes (MCCs) for simulating a
is the ionization energy (10.9 eV), DE is the energy loss, x is the position
method. (b) Flowchart of dmcc_phys for simulating a ejected electron ge
of an ejected electron equals the deposition energy E. MC and MD met
allows electron relocalization.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cross-sections, time-dependent MC and MD methods, and spur
radius.

Cross-sections

The database of the electron collision cross-sections used
herein (Fig. 3) is shown in our previous studies,45,46 and the
database was implemented into PHITS.32,33 The molecular
excitation cross-sections of water differ substantially between
the gas and condensed phases. The electron impact cross-
sections for elastic scattering, intramolecular and intermolec-
ular vibrations, and rotation excitations are essential to analyse
the ejected electron motion. Fig. 3(a) shows the rotation exci-
tation cross-sections;40 for comparison, the rotation excitation
cross-section for water vapor51 is also shown. Fig. 3(b) shows the
intermolecular vibration excitation cross-sections. In our
previous study,40 the data were calculated by an optical
approximation using the complex dielectric function of liquid
water. However, since the approximation cannot reproduce the
resonance structure, the data above 1.7 eV were connected by
scaling the amorphous ice data to our data. Fig. 3(c) shows the
intramolecular vibrational excitation cross-sections. We used
the amorphous ice data to obtain the cross-sections for the
condensed phase.52 The data were connected by scaling the
water vapor data52 to the amorphous ice data because no data
below 1.7 eV has been reported. Fig. 3(d) shows our total
molecular excitation cross-sections. For comparison, the cross-
sections of rotation excitation for the water vapor,51 total
intramolecular vibration excitation for the water vapor,51 and
total intermolecular vibration excitation for the amorphous
ice52 are shown. In doing so, we excluded water vapor infor-
mation in developing our cross-section database.
n ejected electron generated by water photolysis or radiolysis, where Ie
vector, and v is the velocity vector, which is only determined by MC

nerated by water photolysis or radiolysis. Here, the initial kinetic energy
hods determine the velocity vector. The molecular dynamics method

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380 | 32373
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A previous study53 measured dissociative electron attach-
ment (DEA) in low-energy electron irradiation experiments
using amorphous water lms. In 2000, DNA double-strand
breaks triggered by the DEA were measured using DNA lms
in a vacuum in low-energy electron irradiation experiments.54

DNA damage yields were also quantied in low-energy electron
irradiation below 30 eV using hydrated plasmid DNA lms.55

From the experimental evidence, the DEA attracted attention as
a new elementary DNA damage process; however, the DEA was
hardly induced in aqueous solution.56 Geant4-DNA sets the
initial G-value of the DEA at 0.02 1/(100 eV) in liquid water.57 The
G-value is reasonable because it well reproduces the experi-
mental results of subsequent chemical reactions.57 From the
background, DEA induction yields seem to strongly depend on
the experimental conditions. Since we are targeting liquid
water, this study did not consider the DEA cross-section, but
further discussion might be needed.

Moliere's elastic scattering cross-section was used,58 which is
much higher than the molecular excitation cross-sections.45,46

Therefore, we assumed that the scattering angle of electrons
changes in inducing the elastic scattering in this study. The
scattering angle was sampled from the differential cross-section
of the elastic scattering.58

When elastic scattering is induced, no energy change occurs
in the relative motions of an electron and a water molecule;
however, the energy for the motion of the centre-of-mass system
changes.54,55 This phenomenon is evaluated using the
momentum transfer cross-section smom obtained from the
differential cross-section q(w) of elastic scattering.59,60

smom ¼ 2

ðp
0

ð1� coswÞqðwÞsin wdw (1)
Fig. 3 Molecular excitation cross-sections: (a) rotation excitation cross
vapor),51 (b) intermolecular vibration excitation cross-sections, red sol
intramolecular vibration excitation cross-sections, red solid line: our da
(amorphous ice),52 and (d) total molecular excitation cross-section, red
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Using the smom of eqn (1) and integral cross-section of
elastic-scattering selas, the energy transfer is given as45,46,59,60

DEy
2m

M

smom

sElas

ðEe � EmolÞ (2)

where m and M are the mass and Ee and Emol are the kinetic
energies of the electrons and water molecules, respectively. Emol

was sampled from the Maxwellian of 300 K bulk water. When Ee
> Emol, the electrons provided a little energy to the water,
whereas when Ee < Emol, the electrons received a little energy
from the water. Although DE is approximately a few meV, the
electron kinetic energy distribution approaches the Maxwellian
of 300 K bulk water according to eqn (2).45,46
Time-dependent MC and MD method

The general MCCs provide the one-step distance of an electron
moving to the next collisional position in the water as Ds = −l

ln(k),25 where l is the mean free path and is obtained from the
total cross-section s and atomic density N (3.318565 × 1022

molecules per cm3) as l = 1/(sN); k is a uniform random
number. This code assumes that collisions between electrons
and water are induced if the following conditions are
satised,45,46

1� exp

�
�Ds

l

�
. k; (3)

where Ds = vDt, where v is the absolute value of the velocity of
an electron, and Dt is the time step set to 1 attosecond. Aer
determining the collided position of an electron, the collision
process is identied and sampled from the ratio of each cross-
section. The inelastic-scattering cross-sections (of rotation and
intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations) are close to zero
-sections, red solid line: our data (liquid water), B: other data (water
id line: our data (liquid water), >: other data (amorphous ice),52 (c)
ta (amorphous ice base), ,: other data (water vapor),51 >: other data
solid line: our data.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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with the decreasing electron energy. However, the elastic scat-
tering cross-section has a large nite value.45,46 Thus, the mean
free paths l of extremely low-energy electrons show very short
ranges.

We assumed that the electrons and cations are nite-size
particles, a sphere of radius with negative and positive
charges (e) uniformly distributed within the sphere (the nite-
size particle model).45,46 The particle radius is 0.099 nm to
reproduce the ionization energy of 10.9 eV (ref. 23) and
a minimum position of the potential energy (−10.9 eV) is allo-
cated at the origin. When the potential of the cation is expressed
in the spherical coordinates, it can be presented in eqn (4).

FðrÞ ¼ 1

4p3

ðN
�N

e

jr� r0j dr
0

¼ e

4p3r
ðr$ aÞ or

eð3a2 � r2Þ
8p3a3

ðr\aÞ; (4)

where e is the elementary charge, 3 is 30 × 3r(t). 30 is the
dielectric constant of the vacuum, and 3r(t) is the dielectric
response of water,45,46 causing the potential energy to change
with time evolution.45,46 In the previous MCCs,2–36 the kinetic
energy of the ejected electron is given by subtracting the ioni-
zation energy from the deposition energy. However, in our code,
an electron with kinetic energy corresponding to the deposition
energy (11–19 eV) is ejected from a minimum potential position
(origin). A Newtonian equation can solve the dynamic behaviour
in the electron–water collision of an ejected electron around
a parent cation in water.45,46 The MC method is a probabilistic
method. Therefore, a small number of MC calculation trials
results in statistical errors. Our simulations were performed
based on the uniform random numbers in the MC method for
the collision, and the number of calculation trials was adapted
to reach a statistical uncertainty of much less than 1%. The
number of histories used for the simulation is 4 million.
Spur radius

We present the numerical data for electron delocalization, i.e.,
electron number distribution as a function of radius r in polar
coordinates. The r is the distance from the ionic core of the
parent cation. The numerical data cannot be reproduced with
Gaussian or exponential distributions alone because the ejected
electron motion depends on the coulombic eld of the parent
cation and thermal diffusion in water. Thus, we expect the
numerical distribution to be reproduced by Gaussian and
exponential distributions, especially in the deposition energy
around the ionization energy (10.9 eV (ref. 23)). Therefore, the
following equation, which multiplies the volume elements by
Gaussian fgauss(r) and exponential fexp(r) distributions, is used to
express the electron delocalization distribution f(r) analytically.

f(r) = (Afgauss(r) + Bfexp(r))/C (5)

where

fgaussðrÞ ¼ 4pr2
�

2

phr0i
�3

exp

 
� 4jrj2

phr0i2
!
dr
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and

fexpðrÞ ¼ 4pr2
27

8phr1i3
exp

�
� 3jrj

hri1

�
dr

where r is the distance from the ionic core of the parent cation,
and hr0i (or hr1i) is the mean distance of the spatial distribution
of an electron. H3O

+ and OHc are near the origin. The spur
radius was dened by Ahr0i + Bhr1i. The electron relocalization
into the parent cation can be calculated using our code.43–46

However, the functional distribution tting for the relocalized
electrons was challenging; therefore, it was performed to
reproduce the distribution more than 1 nm from the origin.
When the numerical distribution is integrated over the entire
space, it is normalized to 1 but not when integrated over the
region above 1 nm, excluding the relocalized electrons. There-
fore, a scaling parameter is necessary to reproduce the region
above 1 nm by functional tting. We introduced the parameter
C in eqn (4), which corresponds approximately to electron
relocalization yield.
Results and discussion

First, the electrons' mean ejection distance and kinetic energy
were presented to determine the cutoff time. The kinetic energy
distributions of an electron are presented and compared to the
Maxwellian of 300 K bulk water to discuss electron thermali-
zation. The spatial distributions of the ejected electron are
presented to evaluate the spur radius. From these results, the
thermalization and hydration of electrons produced by water
photolysis and radiolysis were nally discussed.
Mean ejection distance and kinetic energy

Fig. 4(a) shows the simulation results with the time evolution of
the mean ejection distances, dened as a straight line between
the starting point (origin) and the position of the ejected elec-
tron at each time. When the deposition energies were 11 and
11.5 eV, the mean ejection distances converged at ∼200 fs.
When the deposition energies were 12, 13, 14–16, and 17–19 eV,
the mean ejection distances converged at 300, 400, and 500 fs,
respectively. The epre

− formation time has yet to be reported as
experimental results, except for the 8 eV deposition energy.9–13

Therefore, dening the cutoff time for all deposition energies is
difficult. We dened the cutoff time as the time when the mean
energy of the electrons decelerates to roughly a few 100 meV.
Then, the mean ejection distances of electrons are well
converged. Fig. 4(b) shows the simulation results with time
evolution of the mean kinetic energy of the electrons. The cutoff
times for each deposition energy were the same as those in
Fig. 4(a), and the mean kinetic energy was <1 eV. Previous
reports9–13 measured the epre

− and eaq
− formations using

photolysis experiments at ∼8 eV deposition energy, where epre
−

is formed at ∼100 fs and eaq
− at several 100 fs. Although these

experimental results are yet to be reported in a deposition
energy of 11–19 eV, the epre

− and eaq
− formation time could be

longer than the time reported in the photolysis experiments,
i.e., around 8 eV.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380 | 32375



Fig. 4 (a) Mean ejection distance and (b) mean kinetic energy of an electron.

Fig. 5 Kinetic energy distributions of the electron numbers at each cutoff time in the deposition energy region of 11–19 eV. (a) 11 and 11.5 eV, (b)
12 and 13 eV, (c) 14–16 eV, (d) 17–19 eV. The distribution results are spherical coordinates with an energy mesh of DE = 10 meV.
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Kinetic energy distribution of ejected electrons

Fig. 5 shows our simulation results for the electron kinetic
energy distributions at each deposition energy (11–19 eV) and
the cutoff times. The molecular excitations, the momentum
transfer of eqn (2), and the cation potential of eqn (4) dominate
these electron kinetic energy distributions.46 These results show
that the electron kinetic energy distributions exhibit
nonthermal equilibrium distributions because some electrons
were relocalized into the parent cations due to the coulombic
eld. In the extremely low-energy region within 0.1 eV, the
kinetic energy distribution of electrons, which escaped from the
coulombic eld, approaches the Maxwellian of 300 K bulk
water. Our results indicate that the electrons were sufficiently
decelerated at the cutoff time for each deposition energy.
Therefore, the cutoff time used herein was reasonable for dis-
cussing the spur radius. When the deposition energy exceeded
13 eV, a depression was observed near the kinetic energy
distribution of 0.5 eV. A potential reason is the contribution of
32376 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380
intramolecular vibration excitations with resonance structures
in the cross-section near several 0.1 eV (see, Fig. 3(c)).
Spatial distribution of ejected electrons

Fig. 6 shows our simulation results of the spatial distributions
of the ejected electrons at each deposition energy (11–19 eV)
and the cutoff times. The fraction of electrons near the parent
cations (within 1 nm) is considerably high at the 11 and 11.5 eV
deposition energies near the ionization energy (10.9 eV (ref.
23)). This result indicates that many electrons are relocalized
into the parent cations within several 100 fs, even if the depo-
sition energy exceeds the ionization energy. The relocalized
electrons will form excited states.20 The fraction of the relo-
calized electrons decreases with the increasing deposition
energy and becomes negligible at deposition energies above
15 eV. The liquid water has some highly excited states at 11–
14 eV.22 During several 100 fs, many electrons that transited to
the Rydberg (A + B) (excitation energy of 11.26 eV (ref. 22)) or
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Delocalization and relocalization distributions of the electron numbers at each cutoff time in the deposition energy region of 11–19 eV. (a)
11 and 11.5 eV, (b) 12 and 13 eV, (c) 14–16 eV, (d) 17–19 eV. The horizontal axis shows the distance from the ionic core to the electrons. The
distribution results are spherical coordinates with a spatial mesh of Dr = 0.1 nm. All solid angle meshes DU in the Dr are integrated.

Fig. 7 (a) Spur radii of electrons in the deposition energy region of 8–19 eV; ,: experimental predictions,14–19 B: present. (b) Thermalization
time at the deposition energy region of 11–19 eV, and prehydration times at 8 eV.10
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Rydberg (C + D) (excitation energy of 11.93 eV (ref. 22)) were
nally relocalized. However, the electrons that transited to the
diffuse band (excitation energy of 14.1 eV (ref. 22)) were mostly
delocalized. These results become a new universalistic insight
for analysing the initial yield of eaq

− in water radiolysis.45 The
maxima of these distributions shi from 3 nm to 10 nm as the
deposition energy increases.
Spur radius

We determined the spur radius by obtaining the parameters
hr0i, hr1i, A, B, and C in eqn (5) by tting our results (Fig. 6).
Fig. 7(a) shows our results (11–19 eV) and previous experimental
predictions14–19 (8–12.4 eV) for the spur radius. The present
results, indicated by circles from 11 to 19 eV, reasonably
correlate with the previous experimental predictions indicated
by squares from 8 to 12.4 eV in Fig. 7(a). Table 1 shows the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
tting parameters (hr0i, hr1i, A, B, and C). From these results, the
distributions shi from the exponential type to the Gaussian
type as the deposition energy increases. When the deposition
energy is <14 eV, Gaussian and exponential distributions are
required to reproduce the spatial distribution of the ejected
electrons. However, when the deposition energy is >14 eV, it can
be approximately represented by a Gaussian. Electron delocal-
ization in the three-body single spur will be easily reproduced
using the data listed in Table 1. These distributions correspond
to the initial spatial distribution of eaq

−. Although these spur
radii were one of the remaining unknown parameters in water
photolysis and radiolysis, this study elucidated their values.
Thermalization and hydration

From the photolysis experiments at 8 eV deposition energy,10

the physicochemical process of water photolysis progresses
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380 | 32377



Table 1 Parameters of eqn (5) and spur radii at each deposition energy

Energy (eV) A r0 (nm) B r1 (nm) C
Radius
(nm)

11.0 0.2 2.5 0.8 2.8 1.70 2.74
11.5 0.5 3.2 0.5 3.8 1.30 3.50
12.0 0.5 4.4 0.5 4.2 1.20 4.30
13.0 0.8 5.8 0.2 4.5 1.05 5.54
14.0 0.7 6.7 0.3 8.0 1.00 7.09
15.0 0.8 8.0 0.2 8.5 1.00 8.10
16.0 0.9 8.8 0.1 9.0 1.00 8.82
17.0 0.9 9.7 0.1 9.7 1.00 9.70
18.0 0.9 10.2 0.1 10.5 1.00 10.23
19.0 0.9 10.7 0.1 10.8 1.00 10.72
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with electron thermalization, prehydration, and hydration.
epre

− was formed at ∼110 fs, and epre
− transitioned to eaq

− at
∼240 fs.10 Although the epre

− formation time has been reported
as experimental results at 8 eV deposition energy,9–13 proton-
coupled electron transfer ionizes the electrons. As our code
cannot simulate this mechanism, we show the calculation
results for energy deposition above the ionization energy
(10.9 eV (ref. 23)). The results in Fig. 4 indicate that the prehy-
dration and hydration times depend on the deposition energy
because the thermalization time depends on the deposition
energy. Fig. 7(b) shows the thermalization times estimated from
the cutoff times herein and the prehydration time reported
previously.10 Our simulation results are discrete (Fig. 7(b) shown
in circles), but the linearity is roughly preserved in the energy
region from 8 to 19 eV. Therefore, we predict that the prehy-
dration and hydration times will exceed 500 fs, at least when the
deposition energy exceeds 17 eV. From the energy-loss function
of water reported in our recent literature,45 a high-energy inci-
dent electron in liquid water primarily imparts an energy of
∼20 eV to water. Thus, the electron thermalization times differ
considerably between water photolysis and radiolysis. Our
ndings for thermalization and delocalization above 17 eV can
provide new universalistic insight into the physicochemical
process of water radiolysis. We expect new experimental results
with deposition energies above 12.4 eV.
Future

As shown in Fig. 1, previous studies irradiated low-energy
electrons into the water, whereas this study analyses the
dynamics of ejected electrons resulting from the energy
deposited into the water. Consequently, we simulated the
delocalization and relocalization of ejected electrons and
elucidated the energy deposition dependence of the spur radius
and thermalization time. The electrons cannot induce addi-
tional ionization or electronic excitation at the deposition
energy of 11–19 eV; therefore, a three-body single spur was
formed. As the deposition energy increases, the ejected elec-
trons induce additional ionization and electronic excitation,
forming multibody single spurs. In a biological system, this
spur formation induces complex DNA lesions, such as double-
strand breaks, causing biological effects with a certain
32378 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 32371–32380
probability.61,62 In the future, we will investigate the multibody
single-spur formation process in water radiolysis.
Conclusions

We investigated the transient dynamics of an ejected electron
produced in the range of monochromatic deposition energy
into water using dmcc_phys, resulting in the earliest three-body
single spur. We found that electron thermalization, delocal-
ization, and relocalization dominated by the molecular excita-
tion of liquid water in the coulombic eld created by the parent
cation, largely depend on the amount of deposition energy into
the water. In other words, physicochemical timescales differ
considerably between water photolysis and radiolysis. The
estimated spur radius based on the MD and MC reasonably
correlates with the experimental prediction values (8–12.4
eV).14–19 We validated our simulation code, including the
molecular excitation cross-sections of liquid water.

The role of highly excited electrons in water radiolysis is not
well understood.1 Liquid water has some highly excited states at
a deposition energy of 11–14 eV.22 Many electrons that transited
to the highly excited states were nally relocalized. However, the
ejected electrons were mostly delocalized at the deposition
energy of >14 eV. Electron relocalization produces chemical
species, such as OHc + Hc or O + H2, or energy relaxation,
originating from electronic excitation, whereas electron delo-
calization produces chemical species, such as OHc, H3O

+, and
eaq

−, originating from ionization. The scientic insights
proposed by this study should be widely available for the
subsequent chemical processes in radiation biology,2 nuclear
chemistry,1 and other elds.
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